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Billing & Posting Clerks
Standard Occupational Classification Code: 433021
Also known as:  Account Services Representative, Accounting Clerk, Billing Clerk, Billing 
Coordinator, Cost Accounting Clerk, Item Processing Clerk, Statement Clerk, Statement 
Distribution Clerk, Statement Processor, Statement Services Representative

Are you good at ...
 Being honest and ethical?
 Being reliable, responsible, and dependable?
 Paying attention to detail?
 Displaying a good-natured, cooperative attitude?
 Accepting criticism and dealing calmly with high-stress situations?

A Day in the Life
Billing and Posting Clerks keep offices running smoothly. The perform bookkeeping work, 
including posting data or keeping other records concerning costs of goods or services or the 
shipment of goods. They operate typing, adding, calculating, or billing machines. They resolve 
discrepancies in accounting records. They contact customers to obtain or relay account 
information. They review documents, such as purchase orders, sales tickets, charge slips, or 
hospital records, to compute fees or charges due.

Clerks prepare itemized statements, bills, or invoices and record amounts due for items 
purchased or services rendered. They post stoppayment notices to prevent payment of protested 
checks. They verify accuracy of billing data and revise any errors and verify signatures and 
required information on checks. They fix minor problems, such as equipment jams, and notify 
repair personnel of major equipment problems. They weigh envelopes containing statements to 
determine correct postage and affix postage, using stamps or metering equipment. They compare 
previously prepared bank statements with canceled checks and reconcile discrepancies.

How do I get into this top job?
You need a high school diploma or the equivalent and then will need several weeks of on-the-job 
training to do this job. Training programs and tests may be expensive, but you might not have 
to pay for all of it yourself. If you are low income, ask your job coach, career counselor, training 
program, or workforce development specialist about assisting you with your training expenses. 
It might be free!

 What they earn  
in Metro Atlanta:
Entry Wage: $13.62
Median Wage: $17.14

 What makes  
this a Top Job?
They’re in high demand. 
The Georgia Dept. of Labor 
estimates there will be 220 
openings per year through 
2026! Additionally, this job 
pays above average wages.

 Educational 
Requirement
low mid high

High School Diploma or GED

 On-the-Job Training
low mid high

Short-term 
On-the-job Training

 Related Occupations
Check out these similar 
careers on O*NET online:
• Payroll and  

Timekeeping Clerks
• Bookkeeping, Accounting, 

and Auditing Clerks
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